Effective feedback

Redraft and redo
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What’s the idea?
Redraft and redo is a type of feedback
that requires students to act. They must
return to a piece of work to edit and
improve specific areas or, where useful,
the whole piece.

What does it mean?
Redraft and redo is the first in a series of
five actions that students can do after
receiving their work back. By editing
and improving one piece of work until
it is excellent, students focus on specific
aspects of feedback and achieve a
higher standard than they might have
before. This helps them to produce their
best work and builds both resilience
and high expectations.

What are the implications for
teachers?
Ensure that the actions you ask students
to take are specific and clearly defined.
Avoid asking them to improve without

giving explicit guidance for how
this can be achieved. It’s vital that
students understand how to improve
before moving forward – copying
old work is a waste of your time and
theirs.

time make sure you use exact
measurements to show scale
accurately.’
»»‘Redraft your first paragraph by
adding a summary of your conclusion
and references to the text.’

Make sure the scale of the task
is manageable for you and your
students – you might not have time
to mark a long essay twice! Choose
work to redraft and redo strategically
or consider individual sections or
paragraphs rather than the whole
piece (see our Compact Guide on
selective marking).
Some examples of redraft and redo
prompts include:
»»‘Redraft this piece of work/
paragraph/graph…. by doing X,
adding Y, correcting Z…’
»»‘Redo this piece of work, but this
time make sure you include X,
measure Y, state Z using the correct
terminology.’
»»‘Redo your graph but this
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